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Foreword
Oxford Analytica is delighted to present this Briefing Book for the ABA Section of
International Law Oxford Conference, ‘Leadership in Law and Practice’, which
showcases our analysis of key global issues by way of selected articles from the
Oxford Analytica Daily Brief. Ranging from outlooks for the United Kingdom and
the EU over the next twelve months to the prospects for future UK relations with
Europe and the United States, each piece provides a longer-term perspective on
the issue at hand, exploring how future developments will impact our clients.
Founded in 1975, Oxford Analytica is an independent geopolitical analysis and
advisory firm that draws on a worldwide network of experts to advise our
clients on their strategies, operations, policies and investments. Our trusted
insights and seasoned judgements on global issues enable clients to navigate
complex markets where the intersection of politics and economics, business
and society is critical to success.

David K. Young
Chief Executive Officer
Oxford Analytica

Our Daily Brief service monitors worldwide risks through forward-looking
analysis, and our Advisory Practice now support executives in more than 150
leading banks, corporations, and professional service firms around the world,
as well as leaders in more than 50 governments and international institutions.
ABA delegates are invited to explore oxan.to/aba where you can find out more
about our services, including the Daily Brief, our free Weekly Brief round-up of
the week’s best analysis, and our Value at Political Risk tool (VAPOR), which
estimates average annual losses and probable maximum losses for political
risk events over time. You may be particularly interested in the transcript of our
recent conference call on Europe, where we assessed the prospects for the
then upcoming European Parliament elections and looked at the longer term
issues that new MEPs would need to tackle.
If you have any questions arising from any of the articles included here, or wish
to run a Daily Brief trial within your organisation, please contact us at
client.services@oxford-analytica.com.

Yours sincerely,
David K. Young,
Chief Executive Officer
Oxford Analytica
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Prospects for the United Kingdom to end-2019
Thursday, June 20, 2019
Conservative Party MPs believe that Boris Johnson is the party's best chance of
defeating opponents in an election
The prevalent challenges facing the next government will be whether the United Kingdom leaves the
EU on October 31, with or without a deal, and what happens if the government’s plans are blocked by
Parliament or Brussels. Such challenges increase the chances of a general election, sooner rather
than later.

Conservative Party leadership candidate Boris
Johnson attends the launch of his campaign in
London, Britain June 12, 2019 (Reuters/Henry
Nicholls)

What next
Given that the majority of the next Conservative-led government will likely be pro-Brexit, it is very unlikely
that they will support a second referendum to resolve the expected impasse in delivering Brexit. On the
economy, the British Chambers of Commerce (BCC) downgraded its forecast for 2020 UK GDP growth
to 1.0% from 1.3% on June 16, suggesting that activity will slow.

Strategic summary
◦ Given the number of obstacles in the way of the United Kingdom’s departure, an election is likely
sooner rather than later.
◦ Boris Johnson’s broad appeal within the Conservative Party is that his leadership campaign is
serious, and he can win the party a general election.
◦ The Bank of England could raise interest rates in order to tackle rising inflation in the case of nodeal.

Analysis
Brexit will continue to dominate UK politics for the remainder of the year.

Deal
London will likely try to seek legal guarantees concerning the Irish backstop -- the controversial part of
the Withdrawal Agreement (WA) -- that it will be time-limited. Unless Ireland agrees to concessions in
order to avoid a no-deal Brexit, the EU is very unlikely to reopen the WA.
Given such difficulties, Westminster could take a more pragmatic approach and focus its political
capital on the second part of the Brexit deal -- the non-binding Political Declaration (PD) -- which deals
with issues concerning the UK-EU future relationship, such as trade. While the PD has already been
agreed, it is aspirational and probably has room for more definitive language.

London will have much greater opportunity to influence the Political
Declaration

The new government may also be in a better position to get a similar Brexit deal to the current one
through Parliament. It cannot be blamed for the concessions that outgoing Prime Minister Theresa May
made on the backstop, freeing it up potentially to sell the WA on the basis that the government will get it
right in negotiating the future relationship.
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However, any deal involving the backstop that is not time-limited will likely be rejected by Northern
Ireland's Democratic Unionist Party (DUP), which props up the Conservative government. With a
working majority of only five MPs, DUP discontent could result in government collapse.

No deal
The government will intensify preparations for no-deal, both because the risk of no deal has increased
and to give London greater bargaining leverage in negotiations. October 31 is the legal default for the
United Kingdom's departure, meaning no legal parliamentary procedure can prevent no-deal.
This can only be prevented by political means, with a no-confidence vote in the government
representing the most obvious tactic. The Labour opposition is expected to table this if a no-deal
looms, but it has to attract some Conservative MPs in order to be successful.

The context will be crucial in a no-deal Brexit scenario

Crucially, this could depend on the context; if the government is adamant on no-deal from the
beginning, enough Conservative MPs will likely vote against the government; if it adopts a more
moderate approach towards negotiations with Brussels but both sides still appear a long way off an
agreement, the vote may be different.

Extension
If a deal with Brussels is close and is likely to pass in Parliament, a short extension will probably be
acceptable to all sides.
If a deal is not close, it will be very difficult for London to countenance another long extension,
especially given the damage that failing to deliver Brexit is causing the Conservatives. The EU's
position could harden too; French President Emmanuel Macron would probably prefer a no-deal to a
longer extension and more uncertainty (see PROSPECTS H2 2019: EU - June 3, 2019).
If it becomes clear that no-deal will be too politically risky and there is no deadlock in negotiations with
the EU, the government may decide to call a general election and campaign to win a mandate for a
hard Brexit, hoping to win back disillusioned voters and expose divisions with the Labour Party over
Brexit.

New leader
Overcoming these challenges will be immensely difficult for the new leader. Following his hardening
position on Brexit, it is somewhat surprising that Boris Johnson's Conservative leadership campaign
is winning decisively with the support of Conservative MPs right across the Brexit divide.

Discipline
In stark contrast to 2016, Johnson's 2019 campaign has undergone months of preparation and is
meticulously managed with the help of his close team of advisors. Over fears of possible adverse
exposure, Johnson's presence in public has been curtailed as much as possible.
Given the far more serious and controlled nature of his campaign this time, there may be a sense that
behind the scenes there is a clear plan if he leads the government.

Appeal
In addition, Johnson is probably the Conservatives' best hope of winning a general election -- which
could take place before the end of the year whether Brexit is resolved or unresolved.
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Economy
On the economic front, the BCC raised its 2019 GDP growth forecast to 1.3% as Brexit-deadline
stockpiling powered 0.5% quarter-on-quarter increase in the first quarter of 2019. Worryingly though,
GDP fell in March and April.

United Kingdom: GDP growth (%)
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Slowing growth
The manufacturing purchasing managers' index (PMI) plunged below 50 in May and the construction
PMI dropped from 50.5 to 48.6, portending worse to come. Services is also shaky, at just above 50.0.
The IMF sees GDP growth picking up from 1.2% this year to 1.4% in 2020 and the Office of Budget
Responsibility (OBR) sees growth accelerating from 1.2% to 1.4% in 2020, driven by business
investment gaining 2.3% in 2020 after losing close to 1.0% in 2019.

Investment
Business investment edged up by 0.5% quarter-on-quarter in January-March after falling for four
quarters, supported by import strength and stockpiling. However, longer uncertainty and the higher
chance of a disorderly exit could jeopardise the forecasts of rebounding investment unless there is
firm progress towards a deal.

United Kingdom: Output per worker in the nine years up to the financial crisis
and the nine years to now (% change)
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Consumption
Inflation-adjusted annual wage growth slowed from 1.7% year-on-year in January to 1.0% in April and
sluggish productivity and easing inflationary pressures suggest real wage growth will remain modest.
Moreover, inflation-adjusted annual wage growth slowed from 1.7% year-on-year in January to 1.0% in
April and sluggish productivity and easing inflationary pressures suggest real wage growth will remain
modest.

United Kingdom: Employment rate (16-64-year-olds in work as % of those available to work)
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Accentuating these pressures, the recent employment gains are unlikely to persist beyond Brexit as
some of the strength reflects firms avoiding investments and spending more on workers (see UNITED
KINGDOM: Brexit risks derailing job market - April 24, 2019).
Predicting how far sterling could slide if there is a no deal Brexit is tricky but if this occurs inflation will
rise, possibly by enough to pressure the Bank of England to raise rates, increasing the amount
indebted households have to spend on repayments and cannot spend elsewhere.

United Kingdom: Confidence, net balance (above zero is optimistic)
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Equally though, a rate cut is unlikely to boost activity much if consumer and business confidence is
sliding.
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Trade
Beyond the Brexit uncertainty dampening demand for UK exports, world trade is also slowing. The OBR
expect net trade to contract 0.5 percentage points from growth this year, but the risk that export volumes
subtract more from growth is high.
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Prospects for the EU to end-2019
Monday, June 3, 2019
Appointing candidates to the top positions and resolving Brexit will be the EU’s most
immediate priorities
Centrists will still be the dominant force in the European Parliament (EP), accounting for around 70%
of its members (MEPs). Nevertheless, the fragmentation of the centre coupled with the rise of Green
and Eurosceptic parties will limit the scope for consensus-based politics, potentially reducing the EP’s
influence with the European Commission and Council.

The building of the European Parliament, designed
by Architecture-Studio architects, is seen in
Strasbourg, France May 22, 2019
(Reuters/Vincent Kessler)

What next
Leaders will meet in Brussels on June 20-21 to propose appointments to the top EU jobs. They will
also discuss the EU’s strategic agenda for 2019-24, its 2021-27 budget and climate change ahead of
the UN’s climate action summit in September.

Strategic summary
◦ The Council and EP will probably abandon the non-binding 'Spitzenkandidaten process' to choose
the Commission president, leaving the door open for a wider range of candidates.
◦ The EU’s next Brexit position will depend on May’s successor as prime minister and his or her
Brexit strategy.
◦ Trade and the EU’s seven-year budget will be among the main policy priorities over the coming
years.

Analysis
Together with the Commission and Council, the EP plays an important role in crucial policy areas
including migration, climate change, trade and data privacy.

Weakened parliament?
For the first time since 1976, the 'grand coalition' in the EP between the centre-right European People's
Party (EPP) and centre-left Progressive Alliance of Socialists and Democrats (S&D) has lost its
majority.
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European Parliament election results, 2019 (number of seats, out of 751)
Note: Seats in EU parliament will fall to 705 after Brexit.
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The strongest scope for consensus-based politics will now revolve around tripartite negotiations
between the EPP, S&D and the Alliance of Liberals and Democrats (ALDE).
However, divisions over such issues as trade, social and economic policy are inevitable, and could
make the EP less effective. For example, ALDE leader Guy Verhofstadt wants to propose a 'coalition
agreement' to the Commission to drive EU policy and isolate Eurosceptic parties, but the Commission
is expected to receive an agenda lacking in detail and concrete policy proposals.
Numerical fragmentation is further compounded by a number of structural challenges facing the centre
(see EU: Franco-German alliance will struggle to hold - February 14, 2019).

Geography
Divisions between northern and southern European centrists are forecast to deepen. The S&D, now
under stronger influence from southern MEPs following heavy losses suffered by UK and German S&D
parties, will probably become more critical of euro-area austerity policies; the EPP -- led by a more
influential Christian Democratic Union (Germany), following the below-par performances of centre-right
parties in other countries -- will fight for greater fiscal restraint such as public debt reduction.

Ideology
Conservative parties have adopted more ideologically conspicuous positions in such countries as
Germany and Spain; there is growing pressure from Germany's Social Democrats to move further to
the left, especially following the resignation today of its centrist leader, Andrea Nahles. Across the bloc,
a trend towards more ideologically coherent politics will continue, as competition from fringe and new
parties takes on electoral implications.
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Strategy
At the same time, the emergence of French President Emmanuel Macron's En Marche party in 2017
has increased division in mainstream politics concerning the future of Europe. Germany rejects his
proposals to create new institutions and centralise further economic policy, and this position will
probably become more dominant in the EPP following the election.

Commission
As things stand, there is no clear frontrunner to become the Commission president. In 2014, the nonbinding Spitzenkandidaten process was used to elect a president, whereby the Council and EP chose
the candidate from the largest EP group.
This means that the EPP's Manfred Weber would succeed Jean-Claude Juncker, but there is growing
opposition to the process. The EPP only won 24% in the election, which many feel is not demonstrative
of parliamentary representation as it falls considerably short of a majority.
There is also personal opposition to Weber, especially from Macron. Weber has no national level
executive experience, limiting his legitimacy among leaders of governments in the Council.
In addition, as Commission president, Weber would probably endorse a harder stance on
immigration, seek to curb future EU enlargement and demand fiscal restraint in the euro-area,
rendering him unacceptable to many S&D and ALDE MEPs.
Macron would like to see EU chief Brexit negotiator Michel Barnier become president; however, if
France blocks Weber, Germany is unlikely to endorse Macron's candidate. S&D candidate Frans
Timmerman's left-wing credentials will be rejected by Germany and the EPP, along with other groups
in the EP.
Rivalry between the main powers opens the door for a 'compromise candidate' who will probably come
from a peripheral country and may be a woman; a woman has never been Commission president.
One possibility is Denmark's and ALDE's Margrethe Vestager, who wants to tax and regulate
technology firms more, and protect European industries from Chinese influence. Nevertheless, her
tenure as competition commissioner included preventing international mergers of 'national champion'
firms, alienating both France and Germany.

An 'outsider' could be the next Commission president if the main
parties cancel each other out

Dark horse candidates include IMF Managing Director Christine Lagarde and World Bank CEO
Kristalina Georgieva. Given the current impasse, however, it is possible that there will be no
Commission president in place by November 1, the day after Junker's scheduled departure.

Brexit
If anything, the EU's position could harden. Barnier's deputy Brexit negotiator Sabine Weyand, who is
disliked by many Brexiteers -- and whose technical expertise is widely regarded as being crucial to the
framing of the Withdrawal Agreement -- has been promoted to director-general of the Commission's
trade department, giving her a leading role in any future EU-UK negotiations.

EP elections will not shift the foundations of EU policy on Brexit
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While the EP and Commission will undergo personnel and policy changes, the Council -- which is the
most important institution for Brexit -- will remain the same.
Macron needed strong persuasion against vetoing an extension to the UK departure from the EU in
April; following the rise in Euroscepticism, the deepening polarisation of UK politics and his ambitions
to deepen integration, he may decide to veto a potential extension the next time if there is no Brexit
breakthrough by October 31.
However, while the EU will not reopen the Withdrawal Agreement, its position on a potential extension
will be strongly influenced by UK Brexit strategy post-Theresa May (see UNITED KINGDOM: Chance of
no-deal Brexit will increase - May 28, 2019).

Outlook
Finding consensus to appoint candidates to the top jobs and resolving Brexit by end-2019 are vital so
that the EU can focus on the main challenges over the coming years as soon as possible. Following
the rising threat of global tariff conflict and diminishing effects of multilateralism, trade will become one
of the EU's top policy priorities.
It will also become one of the EU's most challenging areas, as efforts to negotiate free-trade
agreements with the United States and United Kingdom will probably exploit divisions among Europe's
most influential players, such as France and Germany, which have separate economic interests.
The EU leaders must also agree unanimously on the bloc's 2021-27 budget, which could be the most
complex and protracted budget negotiations in decades. One of the main challenges concern which
members collectively contribute an additional 14 billion euros (15.7 billion dollars) if the United
Kingdom leaves.
The budget must also come up with money for such challenges as security and immigration; as the
Netherlands and Germany are reluctant to pool more money, resources could be sought from other
areas such as agriculture, which may be blocked by France and others.
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March 12, 2019

The EU will be anxious to strike a UK trade agreement
National interests will play a leading role in the EU-UK Brexit future relationship negotiations

EU countries’ exports of services to the United Kingdom,
2017 (billion dollars)
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It is in the interests of some of the EU’s main players to preserve UK trading relations
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UK MPs vote today on the Brexit Withdrawal
Agreement. If it is rejected, they will vote on a nodeal Brexit, and if that is rejected they will vote to
extend Article 50. An extension would probably be
acceptable to all EU countries, especially given the
economic damage that a no-deal Brexit would cause.
Whichever the outcome of today’s vote, a future
EU-UK free trade agreement is vital for the future
relations between Brussels and London. If necessary,
both sides could extend the 21-month Brexit
implementation period to give more time to reach a
trade agreement.
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_ If Article 50 is extended, that extension could become
the de facto 21-month implementation period.
_
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_
weaken the United Kingdom’s capacity to pursue such
agreements with non-EU actors.
_ Ireland will strengthen existing economic ties and
create new ones, in Europe as well as around the world.

See also: Second Brexit phase could see greater EU-27 splits -- January 11, 2018
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UK politics prolongs doubt over relations with Trump
Friday, June 7, 2019
Future UK relations with Trump hinge on the next prime minister, UK-EU relations and a
potential general election
During his state visit to the United Kingdom, US President Trump took a conciliatory line towards his
hosts. There was little substantive progress on bilateral issues, but neither was there open
disagreement. Trump appeared to walk back a threat to cut off intelligence-sharing with the United
Kingdom over London’s stance towards China, and he also attempted to minimise the damage he
caused by suggesting the National Health Service (NHS) should be part of a future US-UK trade deal.

What next

French President Emmanuel Macron, British
Prime Minister Theresa May, Prince of Wales
Prince Charles, Queen Elizabeth II, US President
Donald Trump, US First Lady Melania Trump,
Greek President Prokopis Pavlopoulos and German
Chancellor Angela Merkel attend D-day 75
Commemorations event in Portsmouth, Britain,
June 5 (Reuters/Chris Jackson)

Trump’s visit has made it clear that the future course of US-UK relations will be determined by who is
Prime Minister Theresa May’s successor. The new prime minister must take a decision on Huawei’s
role in the United Kingdom’s 5G networks, and there is a strong possibility he/she will take a harder
line than May. The successor will also continue to talk up the prospect of a US-UK trade deal, but
concrete progress is far off. If the economic shock of a hard Brexit leads the United Kingdom to cut
defence spending below 2% of GDP, relations with Washington will worsen.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ Trump remains unpopular among large sections of the UK public, which makes it risky for
Conservative politicians to appear close to him.
◦ Trump suggested that Nigel Farage should become the UK’s chief Brexit negotiator, indicating he
still holds hard-line views on Brexit.
◦ A hard border in Northern Ireland after Brexit would complicate the already-difficult politics of a USUK trade deal in the US Congress.

Analysis
Although the full impact will only become obvious under May's successor, Trump's state visit to the
United Kingdom produced developments in the areas of intelligence-sharing, trade and the overall
direction of US-UK relations.

Goodwill visit
Trump's visit mostly passed without major bilateral disagreements. This reflects the mutual desire of
Trump and the Conservative Party to cultivate an atmosphere of goodwill in their relations.
May, who resigns today as party leader, was unwilling to tie the hands of her successor by making
major statements on such outstanding bilateral issues as trade and Huawei (see INTERNATIONAL:
Europe may open up to Huawei partially - April 26, 2019).
At a press conference with Trump, May chose to stress three points:
• The United Kingdom still supports the Iran nuclear deal which the United States has walked
away from.
• It values Washington's cooperation against Russia, especially after the Salisbury attack.
• The United Kingdom will not ignore Chinese action which threatens UK and US "shared
values".
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Intelligence-sharing
Despite May's comment about China, Trump's visit did not resolve the ongoing disagreement between
the United Kingdom and United States over Huawei.
At the press conference, Trump appeared to walk back an earlier threat made by his administration
that the United States might curtail intelligence-sharing with the United Kingdom if London did not
block Huawei from participating in the development of its 5G networks (see INTERNATIONAL:
Divergence on 5G strains Five Eyes pact - May 30, 2019).
This is notably more conciliatory than the line taken by Secretary of State Mike Pompeo and National
Security Adviser John Bolton. US national security officials have long-standing and serious concerns
about Huawei, and it is unlikely that Trump's ad lib comments indicate a fundamental change of
course.
Trump's comments suggested the situation is still developing, probably because the UK government
has yet to make a final decision and because of May's status. Trump suggested that a resolution to the
matter would depend on "an agreement" between the United Kingdom and United States concerning
Huawei's role, the specifics and feasibility of which are unclear.
UK officials are likely to delay a final decision on Huawei until May's successor is in place. The leaking
on June 5 of the news that a UK delegation will travel to the United States to consult on the implications
of a US decision to place Huawei on an export blacklist suggests that no announcement is imminent.
The US move complicates a review of telecoms supply chains being undertaken by UK officials as part
of their decision-making process.

Intelligence will play an important role in the Conservative Party
leadership contest

With no decision appearing imminent, Huawei is likely to become an issue in the Conservative Party
leadership contest. Candidates will take a tough line in order to appeal to Conservative voters. Top
contenders such as Sajid Javid and Jeremy Hunt have already expressed doubts about allowing
Huawei a role in UK 5G, but the frontrunner Boris Johnson has so far declined to take a position.

Trade deal
Trump signalled that his administration remains interested in what he called a "phenomenal trade
deal" between the United States and United Kingdom. London cannot enter into any such deal until
after Brexit, and only if Brexit means a clean break from the EU customs union (see UNITED
KINGDOM: Chance of no-deal Brexit will increase - May 28, 2019).
Trump suggested that the NHS would be "on the table" in any US-UK negotiation, echoing comments
made on June 2 by the US ambassador to the United Kingdom, Woody Johnson.
There is substantial domestic opposition to such a move in the United Kingdom. Critics fear that it
would lead to further privatisation of the NHS and raise drug prices.
Trump backtracked on the comments in a subsequent interview. The president does not always
accommodate his hosts' sensitivities so willingly, and that he did so indicates his desire to create a
positive atmosphere for the start of talks.
However, his hawkish approach to trade and desire to be seen at home as a master 'dealmaker'
means the United States is unlikely to be so conciliatory in the talks themselves.
The episode underlines how controversial and lengthy US-UK trade negotiations would be. Given the
polarised state of UK politics, the next prime minister will only have a slim majority and is unlikely to
command the political capital necessary to make the required trade-offs.
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Prospects for a future UK-US free trade deal are limited

Defence
During his visit, Trump praised the United Kingdom for meeting the NATO target of spending 2% of
GDP on defence. His remarks show that the issue remains important to the president and US national
security officials.
Given the importance that Conservative politicians ascribe to a future trade deal with the United States,
the next prime minister will prioritise maintaining spending at this level. Nonetheless, a no-deal Brexit
could trigger a fiscal crunch which would make it difficult to achieve.

The economic impact of a hard Brexit could have adverse
consequences for defence spending commitments

Outlook
Trump spoke highly of May's likely successors, and the atmospherics of US-UK relations will remain
positive while the Conservative Party remains in government.
The next prime minister will place a high priority on retaining strong relations with Washington,
especially as a close transatlantic alignment will become even more important for London as the latter
steps back from its relationship with the EU.
Nevertheless, a UK general election won by the Labour Party would dramatically alter the landscape.
Key Labour figures -- including leader Jeremy Corbyn -- sharply criticised Trump during his visit.
A Labour administration would be likely to cut defence spending, deprioritise ties with the United
States and be vocally critical of the Trump administration through bilateral and multilateral channels. It
would also be unlikely to enter into trade talks.
The increased polarisation and instability apparent in UK politics mean that the future course of US-UK
relations is currently characterised by uncertainty, delaying and casting more doubt on decisions in
such vital areas as intelligence and trade.
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Brexit will continue to undercut UK public policy
Friday, May 3, 2019
The scope and effectiveness of non-Brexit legislation is decreasing amid Brexit
preparations
Preparations for Brexit have continued for almost three years. This, compounded by a deeply divided
Parliament and a very fragile government, has compromised vital public policy areas.

What next

Speaker of the House of Commons John Bercow
announces the results of a round of voting on
alternative Brexit options in London, April 1
(Reuters)

This only looks set to continue. A general election will probably take place this year, but it is likely to
deliver a hung Parliament and a weak government, where Brexit will remain the number one policy
priority.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ The creation of public bodies will increase to deal with Brexit-related policies.
◦ Military and infrastructure projects are most at risk of being delayed by disproportionate resource
allocation for Brexit.
◦ A future Eurosceptic Conservative Party government or a Corbyn Labour government would shift UK
foreign relations.

Analysis
Since the Brexit referendum in June 2016, government departments have been stretched trying to
balance contingency planning with day-to-day business.

Brexit effect
By December 2018, 10,000 government officials were working to prepare for Brexit, some of whom
were hired externally and others redeployed from within the civil service. Some 5,000 more are in the
process of being hired. By the end of the 2019-20 tax year, the government will have spent more than 4
billion pounds (5.2 billion dollars) preparing for Brexit (see UNITED KINGDOM: Civil service faces
stability problems - January 30, 2019).
Prime Minister Theresa May's second term has been consumed by policy stagnation: 36 ministers
have resigned, with most resignations related to Brexit, while many of her appointments have focused
on the political necessity of balancing the administration between Remain and Leave supporters,
rather than prioritising competence in the respective ministerial portfolios.

The scope for non-Brexit legislation has decreased in quantity and
effectiveness

The government has put 46 legislative bills before Parliament, comparable with previous parliamentary
sessions. However, over one-third of them were Brexit-related, thus diminishing the scope for nonBrexit legislation. While some of the legislation passed was important for some policy areas, there has
been an absence of substantially reforming legislation that is often associated with first terms.
Brexit's effect on policy is compounded by a polarised Parliament, minority government and weak
executive, which is unable to pass legislation without the support of opposition parties. The
government has a working majority of just five seats, while many pro-Brexit Conservative MPs have
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vowed to block non-Brexit legislation until the government's Brexit strategy changes (see UK/EU: Brexit
extension past May could shift dynamics - April 12, 2019).

Healthcare
The National Health Service (NHS) is under severe strain, as funding is struggling to keep up with
rising demand. The demand for social care is rising annually and the case for new arrangements to
underpin care for the elderly -- such as ideas that care provision should be modelled on the state
pension, with taxpayers funding a flat-rate 'universal care entitlement' -- has grown.
However, May does not have the required support within her party for such a proposal. Moreover, in
April, the publication of the government's long-awaited adult social care Green Paper was delayed for a
fifth time. The government acknowledged this was, in part, due to continued uncertainty over the
outcome of the Brexit process.
Reflecting efforts to meet rising demand, the prime minister announced the NHS budget would
increase by 20 billion pounds to around 145 billion pounds by 2023. Already around 17% of the UK
population are aged over 65, and this is projected to rise to almost 25% by 2044. In addition to the
higher costs of new drugs, care for 65-year-olds costs on average twice as much as for those aged 30,
according to the Institute for Fiscal Studies.
Meeting such demand will require major organisational resources that may not be available in the
short term, particularly given the challenges facing the recruitment and retention of EU nationals. In
NHS England, they make up around 63,000, or 5.6% of workers. While the number of EU nationals
working in the NHS has risen slightly since 2016, the Nursing and Midwifery Council said 3,692 EU
nationals had left the register during 2017-18, compared with 1,981 during 2015-16.
Attracting EU nationals will become more difficult once the United Kingdom leaves the EU. According to
the government's post-immigration White Paper, from 2021, EU workers coming to the United
Kingdom must earn a salary exceeding 30,000 pounds, which is more than some jobs in the NHS
earn, such as in nursing. They must also apply for visas, which can be a lengthy process and
discourage migration (see EU/UK: UK appeal for EU migrants will wane post-Brexit - May 1, 2019).
This coincides with an acute staff shortage of over 100,000, accounting for the around one in eleven
posts.

Economy
There have been four quarters of declining business investment and the lowest annual growth rate of
the overall economy since 2009. This is an indirect result of Brexit uncertainty, delaying decisionmaking and undermining medium-and long-term investment. This is compounded by the fact that
roughly one-third of Treasury staff are working in Brexit-related work streams, while last year around
one in five left the department -- indicative of the high turnover taking place across the civil service.
Brexit creates distortions in the economic policy agenda in other ways. For example, industrial policy is
usually concerned with increasing productivity and innovation. However, it has focused on limiting the
economic damage of Brexit; the government is working principally on retaining and defending existing
investment by larger companies (see UNITED KINGDOM: Brexit risks derailing job market - April 24,
2019).
Yet business investment has been one casualty of the uncertainty: the Office of National Statistics
calculated that in 2018, investment had fallen quarter-on-quarter all through the year for the first time
since the 2008-09 economic downturn.

Business leaders on both sides of the Brexit debate are losing faith in
the Conservative Party
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There has also been a widening disconnect between government and a UK business community
frustrated by the additional hidden costs of Brexit. The Confederation of British Industry has found that
80% of firms believe that Brexit uncertainty is having a negative impact on their investment decisions.
This is having some key political effects. The Conservative Party -- traditionally seen as the 'natural
party of business' -- is under significant financial pressure from falling donations from both pro-EU and
pro-Brexit business donors, and reportedly has only 1.5 million pounds left in its account.

Education
Secondary and tertiary education has been a policy area broadly untouched by Brexit. Yet it has
dominated the government's priorities of boosting skills and improving social mobility through
education investment. These substantial aims require the sort of action the government does not have
the capacity for (see UNITED KINGDOM: Brexit will exacerbate inequality - March 5, 2019).
For example, an apprenticeship levy introduced in 2015 with the aim of job creation has not been
effective, thanks largely to high levels of bureaucracy. This is unlikely to be overcome in the short term,
because problem-solving requires a level of engagement not possible due to the government's focus
on Brexit.
In terms of tertiary education, regardless of the Brexit outcome, both the EU and the United Kingdom
have committed to continuing 'lifetime' university funding for collaborative research, but the outcome of
Brexit and its economic and political impact could alter the scope of collaboration.
What is less clear is future opportunities for EU students in the United Kingdom and vice versa, with
Education Secretary Damian Hinds reportedly proposing to abolish the 'home-fee status' where EU
students pay the same tuition fees in English universities as UK nationals. Such changes to tertiary
education, which accounts for around 10% of UK exports of services, could compromise opportunities
in other policy areas, such as future free-trade agreements.
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